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2/5 Pacific Avenue, Tamarama, NSW 2026

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: Apartment

GAVIN RUBINSTEIN

0404538888

OLIVER WILLIAMS

0411569891
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Nestled along the prestigious coastline of Tamarama Beach, 5 Pacific Avenue epitomizes the essence of opulent coastal

living. This exclusive residence offers a rare blend of luxury, tranquility, and seaside allure, providing residents with an

unparalleled lifestyle experience.Every aspect of The Dixon has been meticulously designed to create a masterpiece of

coastal living, offering spaciousness and elegance. Additionally, residents can enjoy the luxury of their own private oasis

pool, providing a serene retreat or Tamarama Beach moments from their doorstep.The Dixon features an exclusive

collection of full-floor apartments designed by Mark Shapiro Architects (MSA) in collaboration with interior designer

Jessica Enander Dunne. MSA, renowned for its commitment to spatial beauty and functional honesty, ensures that each

residence exudes sophistication and elegance. Jessica Enander Dunne, drawing from 15 years of experience and her

Swedish heritage, infuses timeless Scandinavian design elements into every space, creating bright and classic interiors

that reflect Sydney's relaxed coastal lifestyle.Conveniently located with Bondi and Bronte just moments away, residents

of The Dixon have easy access to a vibrant array of dining, shopping, and recreational options. Additionally, ample storage

space and parking for two cars plus storage ensure both convenience and practicality for residents.- 3 Bedroom, 3.5

Bathroom, 2 Cars plus Storage, Pool- Prestigious coastline location at Tamarama Beach- Private oasis pool for residents'

enjoyment- Exclusive collection of full-floor apartments- Designed by Mark Shapiro Architects (MSA) and Jessica

Enander Dunne- MSA renowned for spatial beauty and functional honesty- Jessica Enander Dunne's expertise in

Scandinavian design- Bright and classic interiors reflecting Sydney's coastal lifestyle- Tamarama Beach moments away

and convenient proximity to Bondi and Bronte- Vibrant array of dining, shopping, and recreational options nearby- Ample

storage space


